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Cinematic Wedding Collections (2017) 
 
It takes a collection of 24 photos shot in succession to create one second of motion picture film. The seconds in life go by fast, but when the right 
second comes along and changes everything, that’s a moment and one you’ll want to remember. Weddings are filled with these moments and our 
service and art is in capturing and combining these moments to tell the story of your wedding day. It’s a perfect love story.  
 
Since 1994, we’ve been practicing and perfecting the craft of artfully documenting wedding day moments. We don’t make “typical” wedding videos, 
instead we create cinematic wedding films that are anything but ordinary. We feel you deserve extraordinary, that’s our goal and what we deliver.  
 
Below you will see a list of pre-suggested wedding collections detailing the services offered. If any of these instantly meets your needs, that’s great. If 
you’d like to add a service or services, please use the À La Carte menu, where all of the services we offer are listed and can be added to any collection.  
 
 

Moderne Film Collection:  $1,895  
 
Includes: 6 hours of coverage, Highlights Film (4-7 min), Key Events: Edited Key Events (Ceremony, Recessional, Grand Entrance, Cake-Cutting, 
Toasts, First Five Dances (For additional options or timer, see the A La Carte menu) 

• We arrive no later than 1.5 hours before the ceremony starts, allowing us plenty of time for camera placement, set-up and sound check. 
• Two identical HD Cinema Cameras in synch are use to film the 24fps to emulate the look of film - are locked on tripods to ensure unobtrusive 

coverage of the entire ceremony. We also implement a portable yet very discreet device called the Ronin, which allows a third camera to capture 
the emotional nuances too often missed during this pivotal event. 

• The 4-6 minute highlights video recaps the exhilaration and romance of the entire day’s events, and is artistically edited to your musical 
selection{s). We are constantly filming between key events to create an incredibly dynamic highlights video. Whether it be outbursts of 
celebratory laughter, spontaneous tears of joy, or the allure of your decor (*programs, guestbook, flowers, cake, napkins, etc), our mission is to 
capture your moments and your decisions to best tell your story. 

• Finished Product: 4 DVDs, 1HD Films & 1HD & 1HD Feature Film on 2 USB 3.0 
 

 
 

Classique Wedding Collection:  $2,395  
 
Includes: 8 hours of coverage, The Cinematic Short & Documentary Film including: First Look, full Ceremony, Recessional, “Just Married” Drive 
Off, Grand Entrance, Cake-Cutting, Toasts, First Nine Dances, Garter & Bouquet, if within time allotted)  

• We arrive one hour before the first look, giving us plenty of time to set up, sound check and begin filming. This extra time in the morning allows 
for a relaxed, creative start, providing you with excellent footage of the events leading up to the ceremony. 

• A wireless microphone & shotgun mics are used for clear, high-fidelity audio & ambience 
• Two HD Cameras locked on tripods and a discrete, portable Camera all set at 24fps ensure unobtrusive coverage of the entire ceremony.  
• The Cinematic Short, like the Highlights Video, is recap of the day’s events. However, this 5-8 min video, just like a movie trailer, also 

incorporates scenes and audio of key dialogue from the day to heighten the viewing experience. We conscientiously intersperse the very best 
from the vows, rings, toasts and interviews, making the Cinematic Short a truly fun and stylish way to share your story.  

• Finished Product: 6 DVDs, 1HD Films & 1HD Feature Film on 2 USB 3.0 
 
 
  

Cinema Verité (True Cinema):  $2,895  
 
Includes: All Day Coverage, Cinematic Short & Documentary Feature Film of the key events and all the moments in between (90+ min) 

• Filming begins early with the bride and bridesmaids at the salon and groomsmen struggling with the art of the handkerchief folding. This 
collection is especially unique, because not only do we film every event, but the moments in between as well. This feature film truly is cinema 
verité, a French term used to meaning action documentary. A wedding could not be more perfect for this genre. 

• Through an extensive variety of shots, we capture every detail and nuance. Using your song choices, we then interweave all your moments 
together using a precise montage style of editing, which in turn creates the most complete and engaging way possible to watch your story. 

• Finished Product: 8 DVDS, 1HD Cinematic Short, 1HD Feature Film on 3 USB 3.0 
  

 
A deposit of $400. is required to reserve our services for your Wedding with 
the balance paid in full prior to, or on the day of the Wedding, THANK YOU! 
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All New: À La Carte in (2017) 
 
We strive to make one-of-a-kind wedding films that tell a big story and do it in an artistic, stylish and cinematic manner. Wedding cinema has only 
recently replaced wedding videography. It’s no longer video, but film and the end product is very much a cinematic viewing experience. 
 
In an effort to offer you the most options possible we are moving from, “packages” or pre-selected groups of services to “collections” that allow you 
to truly customize your viewing experience.  We are thrilled to offer a new, robust À La Carte menu; a way for you to pick a collection as is, add on to 
your collection, or customize your wedding film from the ground up so it’s exactly how you’d like it. 
 
We are artists, not accountants. This is our first time offering a true À La Carte option and we have done our best to make it so there are no huge 
investment differences between our collections or using the À La Carte to design your film. If you find one to your benefit, please use it and if 
something seems off, let us know. We appreciate your input as we fine tune the À La Carte approach. 
 
À La Carte Options (the following 4 options are all included with Cinema Verité) 

• Early Morning Bride/Groom Prep Till Ceremony includes First Look Coverage (001)             395.  

• We start 1 hour before First Look and film up until the Ceremony Coverage (002)             295. 

• Additional Half Hours of Reception Coverage (003)                        45.  

• Feature length Documentary of the entire day (004)                     295. 

• Upgrade the Highlights Video to a Cinematic Short (005)                    150. 

 
Additional À La Carte Options (not included in any package) 

• Second Camera Operator (006)                           195. 

Without a doubt, this is by far the most valuable option we offer and an extraordinary value. All key events are filmed with two cameras, set up 

with complimentary shots while still remaining completely unobtrusive. The first and second camera operators have been working together for 

about 18 months now, and if there is a way to guarantee that your film will be truly epic, this is it.  

• The Background Story (007)                            195. 

This interview is designed to be a standalone video, and parts are used in the Cinematic short.  The goal of this option is to be able to tell the 

story of how you met and fell in love. It gives an honest account of everything leading up to the proposal. Your interview answers create a 

narrative that we interweave with romantic footage shot on the same day. This unique short video can be played at the rehearsal dinner, the 

reception, and added to the key events.  It also gives us a chance to meet you both and provides valuable insights as to what you like and how 

we can best adding depth to your films.   

  

• Drone Footage of Wedding & Reception Locations (008)                   295. 

• Short film version of the wedding day 20-30 minutes in length, fast paced & fun! (009)            395. 

• Short film of rehearsal & rehearsal dinner activities (110)                     395. 

 

Additional Media 
• Additional DVD copies of wedding video (A)                       10. 

• Blu-Ray copies of wedding video (B)                         35.  

• Digital version of wedding films in HD include 32G, 100mbs USB 3.0 (C)               55. 

• All Raw Footage on USB 3.0 (D)                          125. 

 
 

Special request, please ask, we are happy to help ensure that your wedding video is exactly how you want it.  
Availability, questions or to reserve our services call (319) 351-1200 or e-mail: videocentermedia@gmail.com  


